The Sioux Falls Board of Historic Preservation
Mayor’s Historic Preservation Award
Nomination Request
The Mayor’s Historic Preservation Award is a collaborative effort of the Sioux Falls Board of Historic
Preservation and the Mayor of Sioux Falls. The Award is given annually to recognize meaningful
achievements in historic preservation by an individual, organization, company, or agency through
advocacy, education, investment, support, or service, and to stimulate greater public awareness and
understanding of historic preservation efforts. The preservation of historic resources revitalizes
neighborhoods, adds to the revenue of the community, and preserves the overall character of the city.
Deadline for Submitting Nominations: April 8, 2016
Nomination Submittals and Requirements:
Name:
Contact information:
Name of the nominator:
Contact information:
Business Name:
Project Address:
Narrative: Provide a concise description or narrative of the project, program, organization, or individual
that is being nominated. This description/narrative should address the following items:







If the nominated project involves a site or district, explain its historical significance, the
challenges overcome, unique strategies and activities carried out, and the impact of these
activities on the community.
Describe the people involved and how this project could be a model for others considering
rehabilitation projects. Those who made a significant contribution to its success must be listed as
co-nominees.
If the nominee is an individual or organization, describe their accomplishments and contributions
to the area of historic preservation.
List the amount of grant assistance received for the project and the source.

Nomination Guidelines:
The nominated project should relate to one or more of the following items. Please explain its relation in
your narrative:




Showcases historic preservation as a strategy to renew the viability of diverse older
neighborhoods
Meets community needs through the rehabilitation and active use of individual landmarks
Demonstrates that older buildings are excellent examples of "green" and sustainable construction






Demonstrates that historic preservation supports economic, environmental, and cultural
sustainability in communities
Broadens the ethnic and cultural diversity of historic preservation
Uses innovative, replicable strategies that create new models for historic site interpretation,
stewardship, and/or reuse
Involves properties that encourage private investment in historic building rehabilitation

Please send all nomination information to:
Preservation Planner
City of Sioux Falls
Planning Office
P.O. Box 7402
Sioux Falls, SD 57117-7402
Or email the information to: ddekoeyer@siouxfalls.org

and

rsorenson@siouxfalls.org

For questions, please contact Diane deKoeyer at (605) 367-8889 or Russ Sorenson at (605) 367-8896.

